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LIST OF CONTENTS
Serpent Goddess

:: Serpent Goddess Clothing ::

● Bodice
● Skirt
● Armlets
● Crown
● Sandals
● Pectoral
● 2 Full MATS for all pieces

:: Egyptian Hair ::

● 16 Hair Color Options
● 2 Hair Holder Options
● Tails pose independently
● Adjustement and Movement Morphs

:: Props ::
 

● Cobra Staff (Left and Right Hand)

:: Poses ::

● 10 Egyptianesque Poses
● 5 Poses with L Hand Staff
● 5 Poses with R Hand Staff

:: Utility MATS :

● Armlets – Lfet Off
● Armlets – Right Off
● Crown – Cobra Off
● Bodice - Bra Cups Off
● Bodice - Abdomen Off
● Bodice - Neck Strap Off
● Bodice - Snakes Off
● Skirt - Back Off
● Skirt - Sides Off
● Skirt - Sash Off
● Skirt - Middle Off
● Skirt - Snakes Off
● Skirt - Panty Only
● Staff – Cobra Off

DS MATS Included for All



LIST OF CONTENTS
Guardians of the Dead

:: Clothing MATS ::

● Isis
● Nephthys
● Nut
● Sekhmet
● Wadjet

:: Hair MATS ::

● Hair Holder MATS for all of the above mentioned

DS MATS Included for All



CLOTHING MORPHS
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Egyptian Hair Morphs
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INSTRUCTIONS

:: Conforming Hair ::

this set includes Egyptian styled hair, which conforms to victoria.

to locate the hair cr2, you will need to browse to: figures/serpent goddess/hair. here you 
will find the cr2 to load the hair.

there are many features to the hair... first, we'll cover the morphs

you will notice there are no fit morphs, nor a super-conforming version for the hair... and 
this is because, daz morphs don't change the head to the extent it needs them.  instead, you 
will find adjustment morphs that will fit several situations in which you might have 
pokethru. 

The tails in the front pose independently of the rest of the hair, so you can bend them as 
they would for real. This will help in situations where you need to move the head, or twist 
the neck, so you can move them in the proper place.

the other morphs included are: style morphs – which change the style of the hair (make it 
longer, etc) finally, there are also movement morphs, which make it blow as if in wind.

the hair also comes with 12 mats to change the color. 4 of these mats are solid colors (red, 
black, brown and comic black – which is a bluish black) the remaining 8 however, have gold or 
silver beads. There are also 2 mats that will change the tail holders to match the outfit mats. 
these are all located in the pose :serpent goddess:Hair MATS folder

If you also own guardians of the dead, you will find the mats for that located here as well.

conforming basics: 
to conform a figure (be it hair or clothing) in poser, you simply need to load each one into 
your scene. then go to the figure menu at the top of poser, click on conform, then conform to 
and a window will open showing all the actors that are in the scene. from the drop down 
menu on that window you will select victoria 4, hit okay, and the item will move onto v4 and 
move with her. you will do this with all the conforming figures that are included, one by one. 

to conform in ds, right click and select “fit to” and choose victoria in the list (it should 
automatically be conformed when you load the clothing, however)

you will also apply the conforming instructions to the clothing (which is next in the 
tutorial)



:: conforming clothing ::

this set also includes conforming outfit. to locate these figures, you will browse to your 
figures library, into the dark apocalypse/prisoner of war/desert captive clothing folder. 
here you will see 2 cr2's for each 6 pieces of the outfit (12 in all)

superconforming: 
the outfit included is superconforming.

super conforming means that they crosstalk; when you conform them to v4, morphs will 
automatically dial in and make it match whatever dials the character has dialed in (some poke 
thru may still occur with certain combinations, which the adjustment morphs will fix) 

the super-conforming will not work when using other morphs that aren't included in my 
morphs list for this set. you will just have to do your best to dial in the morphs that are 
included and use adjustment morphs, to make it fit the character in that case as best as you 
can. 

in poser, to use superconforming, there is a sequence to how you have to load things, in order 
to get multiple conformers to superconform to one figure. you must select v4's hip between 
loading and conforming each figure, or the superconforming function will break (i suppose 
this is because its only seeing the last conformer, as opposed to the figure its supposed to be 
conforming to) so for example, this outfit – you will have to first load v4, select her hip, load 
the bodice, conform it, then select her hip again, load the legs and conform it, select v4's hip 
again, load the next item and conform, and so on down the line. 

this loading sequence is intended only for poser users, however, as daz developed ds to work 
for superconforming. so in there, the load order doesn't matter and will work flawlessly.

dealing with pokethru:

to deal with poke-thru, this set has a ton of morphs -- daz figure based morphs (elite, morphs +
+) as well as adjustment morphs of my own making, which will control certain parts of each 
piece. aside from that, some of the figures also have style morphs to change the look, and 
movement morphs to make them more posable. you will find these morphs on both the body and 
active body parts of each piece of clothing. the body actor morphs (fbm's) actually control 
multiple body part functions, so this makes dialing in morphs much quicker and cleaner. its 
best to always use these when dialing morphs in.

also please note: if you are using the proportional or scaling morphs in poser 8 or higher, you 
will need to tick off “include scales when conforming” to do so, select the body actor, then 
on the parameter dials, click the properties tab. you will see “include scales when conforming” - 
tick it off for each clothing item and it will fit.

you will also need to use the magnetize to victoria poses that come included with victoria 4 
when you buy her – especially if you're using poser (as this is not an issue in daz studio) to 
locate these poses, browse to your pose library, locate the victoria 4 folder, and you will see a 
folder in there that is labeled “magnetize poses.” then, load the item, conform it and select it, 
then click the “!magnetize to v4” pose in the magnetize clothing pose folder, and from then on 
out, you will have no poke thru. you also have to be careful that whichever magnetize pose you 
use matches the numeric value of v4 which poser has given her (such as v4, v4 2, v4 3 and so on) 



special notes on certain conformers:
i wanted to do a section that deals with how certain pieces work, as they are not all standard. 

bodice: This works pretty standardly, as it has fit morphs and adjustment morphs. The snakes on 
the breasts also have morphs, so you can change their position.

Armlets: these are pretty straightforward  as well – they have fits and adjustment morphs.

skirt:  this is the first complex conformer. While it has fit morphs as well as adjustments, you 
will also find --- leg movement morphs. These will help aid with bending the legs forward and 
to the sides. There is also a couple sit morphs here. Then, there are movement morphs that 
control all 3 skirt pieces, in different directions. We also have style morphs, as well as snake 
morphs, to change the snakes here too like on the bodice, there are over 70 morphs on the 
skirt, alone, to give you optimum versatility. Also, last but not least... the sash is easy pose. The 
node is located on the body (or very top, where you would dial in fbm's) there are also 
movement morphs for it as well.

Sandals:  there isnt many morphs on the sandals, since they don't rely on fits. But you will find 
adjustment morphs here, should you need them.

Crown: there are no fits on the crown – just adjustment morphs, and a few cobra morphs, to 
make his hood flare, scale him bigger, etc.

Pectoral: Just has fit morphs and adjustment morphs

:: clothing & prop mats included  ::

the Clothing included also have extra mat options. you will find mats and utility poses in your 
pose library, in the Serpent Goddess / Clothing MATS folder. 

The Staff mats are also included in with the clothing mats, but keep in mind that the prop must 
be added to v4 before attempting to use pz2 mats. If you should find yourself having trouble 
with them, just use the mc6 files that are also included for the staff. (located in 
materials/Serpent Goddess/Staff MATS) You will also find a cobra off mat for the staff as well.

You will find 2 sets with the main pack. 5 extras are included with Guardians of the Dead.

there's also a bunch of utility mats for the  clothing and staff included – these turn off 
certain parts of the item, to make them more versatile:

● Armlets – Lfet Off
● Armlets – Right Off
● Crown – Cobra Off
● Bodice - Bra Cups Off
● Bodice - Abdomen Off
● Bodice - Neck Strap Off
● Bodice - Snakes Off
● Skirt - Back Off
● Skirt - Sides Off
● Skirt - Sash Off
● Skirt - Middle Off
● Skirt - Snakes Off
● Skirt - Panty Only
● Staff – Cobra Off

keep in mind when using the utility mats – you may have to use adjustment morphs on certain 
pieces 



:: using props ::

this set contains a prop  –  that is, an egyptian staff with a cobra entwined upon it.

There are left and right hand parents for the staff. To load, select v4, and then click on the 
staff hand you wish to add. Also, the staff works with some of the poses (see the pose section 
below for more details) 

as already mentioned in the clothing & prop mats section, there are also mats for the staff 
included, which match her outfit mats (refer to the clothing & prop mats section above for 
more details)

:: using poses ::

there are poses included in the set. some of these are just lone poses meant to give her 
character, and some are intended to work with the staff that comes in the pack. keep in mind, 
the poses were created with a nude v4, and do not account for the clothing and hair, so 
dropping to the floor once the sandals are conformed, and other adjustments to account for 
those things might be necessary.

the pose files go in sequence: 1-10 are plain poses, 11-15 are left hand staff poses, and 16-20 are 
right hand staff poses. you must load the staff onto her first, and then use the poses intended 
for the staff, so the pz2 can correctly pose them as well as  her.

staff poses – if you are using ds4, you will need to use the pose with v4 selected, and then click 
it again with the staff selected, to make it align properly and dial in the gravity morphs. this 
is a ds4 only issue, so it will work properly everywhere else.

Also note: You must have limits turned off to use these poses (by default, limits will be on in DS) 
as they pose beyond limits.

:: other notes & requirements ::

this set uses displacement on many of its settings, so you will need to have displacement on 
in your render settings in poser to get the intended results.

this set includes templates for every model in it, should you wish to make your own textures 
and add-ons. they are color coded for easier use.

texture resolutions:
clothing textures are 2048 x 2048
prop textures are 2048 x 2048 
hair textures are 2048 x 2048

keep in mind, you must set your resolution to match the texture map resolutions in poser 
(especially with the tattoo mat), to get good results and no seams (poser 6 and below) you 
can find this setting under your render settings.

i've included ds optimized mats – meaning, i created the mats myself to get as close as 
humanly possible results. but given that, the results will not be exact in all cases.



the thumbnails are the standard 91x91 in the set. if you are a poser 5 or higher user, and you 
wish to have larger thumbnails (125x125) since they are easier to see, you can get them here: 
serpent goddess thumbs  

if you purchased guardians of the dead, the thumbs are here: guardians of the dead.

they will install to the default directories of the main pack – just overwrite the old png's 
when prompted. also note, ds  users cannot use the larger thumbnails, as they will show 
incorrectly.

promotional credits:

● king's pass by jack tomalin (formerly red house studios)
● crook and flail from numinous by arien
● egyptian fantasy by danie and marforno
● skin on character is from queen of the nile by me
● anubis statues at renderosity
● Egyptian pyramid for poser by cornucopia3d at daz
● cobra is content that comes with poser (you can find it on content paradise)

promo backgrounds rendered in vue 6 
contents of pack all rendered in poser pro 2012

:: known issues and troubleshooting ::

● when using the utility mats to turn off pieces of the clothing you may have to use 
adjustment morphs to fit them to her better (to account for the missing cloth)         

● for the conformers, you must use the magnetize to victoria poses that come included 
with v4 when you buy her., to avoid poke thru occurring after conforming. see the 
conforming clothing section for more details how to use them.

● to use the poses with the staff prop, you must load the correct hand, as labelled on the 
pose, then click the pose you intend to use thereafter, so the pose will control the staff 
properly. also note, if you use the wrong staff hand, it will not pose right.

● the morphs on the items were not created to work in tandem. though, for the most part, 
they will work in harmony, some may not and adjustments may be necessary.

● staff poses – if you are using ds4, you will need to use the pose with v4 selected and then 
again with the staff selected, to make it align properly and dial in the gravity morphs. 
this is a ds4 only issue, so it will work properly everywhere else.

see the sections covered in the tutorial for more information on the contents of the set. 
each section covers using the set in full instruction, as well as troubleshooting known 
issues.

if you find you ever have a question or need further technical support, feel free to contact 
me. i am usually always around (but just in case, allow 24-48 hours for a reply) 

you can contact me directly by email : ignisserpentus@damageinc3d.net
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